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The Case of Washington
State's Range and
Agricultural Lands
By Gregory A. Hicks&
I. Introduction
The protection of ecosystem health and
wildlife habitat on state trust lands has
received increasing attention in public lands
literature.' This article is meant to contribute
to that discussion. It is focused on recently
adopted land management policies in Wash-
ington state which are intended to restore
ecosystem health and wildlife habitat on the
1.1 million acres of range and agricultural trust
lands in the upland interior of the state's
Columbia Plain. The lands in question are
lands originally granted to Washington at
statehood by the federal government for the
support of the common schools and other
public institutions.2 Those lands have subse-
quently been dedicated to agricultural and
range uses to produce income for the trusts
they serve.' The Washington legislature has
now passed a series of statutes requiring that
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University as a Rhodes Scholar
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I. There Is mounting criticsm for the narrowness with
which managers of state grant lands have interpreted their fidu-
dary duties, See, r g. oN A. Souoca & Sm K. F ,,Fx. S,,zETusr
L.NDs- Hisrom MAwAMrr AnD Suivsarxs, UsE 270-84 (1996);
Alan V. Hager, State Seh Lands Does the Federal Trust Mandate
Pont Prsermlion. 12 NAT, REsou cs & E,'. 39 (1997); Bruce M.
Pendery, Uths Sch Trust Lands Cotstitutiolized Sime-Purpose
Land Managementl. 16 1. ENtxcy. NAt REsoues & ENvn_ L 319
(1996); Melinda Bruce & Teresa Rice. Cotroling tk Blue Rash. issues
and Trends in State Las Managent. 29 LAmo & W -z L RE. 1
(1994); Sally K. Fairfax. Ion A. Souder & Greta Goldenmann. The
Shool Trust Lands A FeAh Lxoo at Comwntiomal Wisdb, 22 ENvTL L
797(1992).
2 Ste WAsrawr SATE DEPAt.mrror Nruv. REsouacEs,
STAT or THE Taus~s REPOmT 17 (1997) (on file with author) ihere-
InafterTitusts REoPil.
3 See id
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those lands also be managed to protect and
preserve wildlife habitat and the ecosystem
values of the Columbia Plain's shrub steppe
lands.'
This article describes the origins and early
operations of that statutory initiative, offering
a look at the first efforts to adjust state trust
agricultural and grazing land management
practices to improve wildlife habitat and
ecosystem functioning in the Columbia Plain.
The case of Washington trust lands is of partic-
ular interest because of the reputation that the
Washington State Department of Natural
Resources ("Washington DNR" or "DNR")
enjoys in land management circles -as a pro-
gressive and responsive trustee of the state's
trust lands.' The critical question is the extent
to which historical management practices by
Washington DNR will be adapted to improve
habitat conditions and ecosystem functioning
in Washington's upland interior. The main con-
clusion of this article is that the Washington
experience illustrates that the historical com-
mitment of trust lands to agricultural and range
production creates significant challenges to
structuring and achieving an effective program
of ecosystem restoration and protection.
This is the second of a two article series on
efforts by state agencies in Washington to pro-
tect ecosystem integrity and to respond to
wildlife habitat loss in the intensely used farm
and range landscapes of the state's Columbia
Plain. The first article focused on the work of
the Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife
on private farm and range lands of the
Columbia Plain.6 Like the private lands, the
state trust lands have a history of management
and use that has sacrificed wildlife habitat and
ecosystem values for farm and range uses of
the land. The state trust lands are thus part of
a landscape of productive uses where the sur-
vival of wildlife habitat and ecosystem health
depends on a willingness to restore some por-
tion of what has been lost and to forego some
part of the present economic opportunity the
4. See WASH. REV. CODE § 79.01.295 (1998) 1 hereinafter RCW
79.0 1.2951.
5. See REPORT TO THE WASHINGTON STATE BOARD OF NATR -L
RESOURCES FROM THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW COMMITTEE 1 (1995) [here-
InafterTHE COMMITrEE REPORT].
land represents. The first article examined the
effort to create incentives for private landown-
ers to make room for habitat and ecosystem
protection on their lands. The present article
describes the awkward process of adjusting
management practices for state trust lands to
make a place for habitat and ecosystem health.
The article is divided into four parts. The
first part offers an overview of 'the goals of
Washington's steppe land habitat restoration
statutes, and of the fit between those goals and
the historical management of trust lands sub-
ject to the statutes. The second part describes
the state's trust land holdings in the steppe
and plateau landscapes of the Columbia Plain.
It includes a brief overview of their acquisition,
their ecological character, and the manage-
ment imperatives that have guided their use.
The third part describes, in detail, the origins
and structure of the steppe lands statute,
including the intended operation of its habitat
and ecosystem provisions. The fourth part
describes early efforts at implementation of the
statute, focusing particularly on the impact of
existing management priorities on the accom-
plishment of habitat and ecosystem goals. An
important part of each section of this article is
a description of the relationships between
Washington DNR and the people who lease
state trust lands, and the impact of those rela-
tionships on the effort to Improve ecosystem
health and wildlife habitat on the trust lands.
II. Background of Washington's Trust
Lands Habitat and Ecosystem
Restoration Efforts
Much of Washington's Columbia Plain con-
sists of semi-arid shrub steppe land, reshaped
by the agricultural and range land uses that
have defined it for many years. 7 Those changes
in the landscape have greatly compromised
habitat values on which important fish and
wildlife species depend. Specifically, Columbia
River salmon, the sharp-tailed grouse, the sage
6. See Gregory A. Hicks, Protecting and Promoting Wildlife
Habitat on State and Pnvate Land in Washington. And Interior, 4
HASTINGS WEsT-NoxrHWEST ). OF ENVTL. L. & PoLY 13 (1997).
7. See id. at 14, 20-22.
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grouse, and the pygmy rabbit are jeopardized
by habitat destruction and land use patterns in
the region.' The dimming prospects for those
species, as well as a general concern with the
state of the ecosystems of the Columbia Plain,
led the Washington legislature in 1993 to
adopt section 79.01.295 of the Revised Code of
Washington.9 The legislature's hope was that
the statute would be a component of recovery
plans for salmonids and steppe wildlife, and
could either avoid listings under federal or
state endangered species laws, or soften the
impact of any such listings."
The statute provides that the state-owned
portions of the remaining shrub steppe lands
of the Columbia Plain, together with all state-
owned agricultural lands, will be managed to
preserve and perpetuate the region's fish and
wildlife." The statute requires the implementa-
tion of ecosystem standards to accomplish
that end, among them the maintenance or
restoration of fish and wildlife habitat." The
statute directs that the "maintenance and
restoration of sufficient habitat to preserve,
protect, and perpetuate wildlife and fish shall
be a major component" of ecosystem stan-
dards developed for the trust lands and that
"the ecosystem standards be achieved by
applying appropriate land management prac-
tices to reach desired ecological condi-
8. For the impact of upland land management on the
prospects of the Columbia River salmon, see FoRst SERvicE, U.S.
DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, AN ASSESSMENT OF ECOSYSTEM COMPONENTS IN
THE INTERIOR COLUMBIA BASIN AND PORTIONS OF7HE KLAMATH AND GREAT
BASINS 3 (1996); FORsT SERVICE. U.S. DEPT OF AGRICULTURE.
INTEGRATED SCIENTIFICAsESSMENT FOR ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT IN THE
INTERIOR COLUMBIA BASIN AND PORTIONS OF THE KLAMATH AND GREAT
BASINS (1996). For the impact on the Columbian sharp-tailed
grouse, see WASH. DEP'T OF FiSH & WILDLIFE, WASHINGTON STATE
MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR SHARP-TAILED GROUSE (1995). For the impact
on the pygmy rabbit, see WASH. DEP"? OF FISH & WILDLIFE.
WASHINGTON STATE RECOVERY PLAN FOR THE PYGMY RAsBT (1995). For
the impact on the sage grouse, see WASH. DEP T OF FISH & WILDLIFE,
WASHINGTON STATE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR SAGE GROUSE (1995).
9. WASH. REV. CODE § 79.01.295. The specific Impetus for
taking up the issue of upland ecosystem health in the interior
Columbia Basin was the possible listing of Washington
salmonids as -endangered." A 1991 American Fisheries Society
Report stated that there were numerous Pacific salmonid stocks
that might be eligible for classification as threatened or endan-
gered. The Washington legislature was concemed that the report
might prompt petitions for threatened or endangered listings of
Washington salmonidso including stocks of Pacific salmon, steel-
head and bull trout, a speaes of char. See W. Nehlsen. I.E.
Williams & ]A Lichatowich. Pacic Salmon at the Cssroads: Stocks at
Risk from California. Oregon, Idaho and Washington, 16 FISHEIES 4
tions."" Primary reliance is placed on the de-
velopment of objective and scientifically sound
measures of habitat and ecosystem function-
ing." Washington DNR is charged with imple-
menting the statute's habitat and ecosystem
goals on the state trust lands." The restoration
of ecosystem integrity is to be accomplished
through both an improvement of land use
practices and a fostering of a culture of stew-
ardship among lessees of state trust lands."
The challenge of maintaining and restoring
steppe land ecosystems on state trust lands
lies in the fact that they have long been man-
aged as range and crop land.'" From the time of
acquisition by the state to the present day, the
trust lands in Washington's Columbia Plain
have in the typical case been leased to farmers
and ranchers, functioning as integrated parts
of each lessee's farm and range holdings.
Management has focused on the usefulness of
the land to lessees and the maintenance of sta-
ble relationships between lessees and DNR so
that the land might bring a financial return to
the trusts.'
To this day, the use of the trust lands as
range and farm land is seen not only as a direct
source of income to the trusts that must be
maintained and improved, but as a factor in
maintaining the health of the rural economies
whose vigor is the basis of the profitability of
(199i).
10. The experience of the economic and social disruptions
caused by the listing of the northern spotted owl as endangered
in Washington stimulated the creatlon ofa salmonand steelhead
Task Force. Set Richard KInM Speech to the Washington
Association of Conservation Districts (Oct. 6, 1993) (on file with
author) [hereinafter King Speech. Mr King. then a rnemberof the
Washington House of Representatives,was a pnnapal draftsman
of section 79.01 295 of the Revised Code of Washington. At the
time of its adoption, he served as Chairof the Washington House
Fish & Wildlife committee and the joint Committee on Ocean &
Marine Resources.
11. SA! WASH, REV. Coo § 79,01.295.
12 Seed
13, WASH. REV, Coo f§ 79.01.295(3). (4).
14 Set WASH. Rrv. Cooe § 79.01.295(3).
15 Se WASH. REv. Coo§ 79.01.295(5).
16 Set WASH. REv. Cooc §79.01.295.
17 S e WASH, D P Tar Nauxz&. RESOURcEs. AGRICULTURAL AND
GRAziNG LANDS PROGRAM PoLCY PLAN 4-5 (1993) Ihereinafter PoucY
PLANI.
18 S e id.
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the trust lands. 9 The resulting dedication of
the trust lands to agricultural and range pro-
duction has destroyed much of the native veg-
etation of the former steppe lands and dimin-
ished the functioning of the pre-development
ecosystems of the lands." It has also created
expectations among lessees that the lands will
continue to be dedicated to farm and range
uses.2'
Washington DNR has, to its credit, been an
active participant in the articulation of a vision
of trust lands management that includes the
preservation and improvement of essential
ecosystem values as an element of competent
stewardship.2 But agricultural and range use is
the backbone of trust lands management for
the unforested lands of the Columbia Plain, as
well as the main source of income from those
lands.23 Beneficiaries of the trusts expect that
the income historically earned from farm and
range lands will continue, and where possible,
be increased through management of the
lands for agricultural production. These expec-
tations have affected DNR's approach to
implementation of the shrub steppe initiative.
DNR's implementation strategy has soft-
ened the statute's emphasis on wildlife habitat
as such in favor of an emphasis on improving
those ecosystem conditions that will at once
increase the agricultural and range production
value of the land and be of some use in accom-
plishing goals for wildlife habitat and general
ecosystem health.' In the case of range lands,
that has meant efforts to control patterns of
livestock grazing in order to improve the quali-
19. See generally THE COMMiTTE REPORT, supra note 5; WASH.
DEP'T OF NATURAL RESOURCES, DRAF, ASSET STEwARDsHIP PLAN (1997)
I hereinafter DR, r PLN].
20. See Hicks, supra note 6, at 20. See generally WASHINGTON
RANGELAND COMMITTEE & WASHINGTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION,
WASHINGTON GRAZING LAND ASSESSMENT (1983) [hereinafter GRAZING
AssEssMENTI.
21. For a flavor of the expectations associated with the
trust lands, see Washington Department of Natural Resources, 31 ToTEM
3-16 (1989) 1hereinafter ToEM]. TOTEM is the quarterly bulletin of
the Washington DNR. The issue cited presents an overview of the
management priorities, policy and history of the agricultural and
grazing trust lands.
22. See, eg., THE COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note 5, at 6.9-1.
See generally DRAFTr PLAN, supra note 19.
23. See generally TRUSTS REPORT, supra note 2; THE COMMITTEE
REPORT, supra note 5.
ty and mix of upland vegetation and to protect
riparian zones. In the case of farmlands, it has
chiefly meant improved soil management prac-
tices to better control soil erosion into
streams, though there has also been some par-
ticipation in the United States Department of
Agriculture's Conservation Reserve Program,
removing some farm land from production in
favor of conservation plantings."
These improved land management prac-
tices are useful measures, but they represent
modest steps toward improved habitat and
ecosystem functioning. They are grounded in a
traditional vision of the elements of sound
range and agricultural land management, not
in the aggressive dedication to the mainte-
nance and restoration of wildlife habitat and
ecosystem values that RCW 79.01.295 seems to
contemplate. 6 Further, there has so far been no
provision made for ongoing monitoring of
progress toward desired ecological goals.
Primary reliance has been placed on the will-
ingness of lessees of state lands to comply
with land management policies intended to
improve ecosystem functioning, but few re-
sources have been dedicated to oversight of
lessee efforts or to the monitoring of results.
The legislature never intended RCW
79.01.295 to foreclose accustomed uses of the
trust lands, and the statute would never have
passed had it threatened to overturn the farm
and range uses of the lands." The statute
embodies a compromise in which users of trust
lands accepted more supervision over the impact
of their management practices on ecosystem and
24. Some especially valuable habitat and ecosystem sites
have been designated as Natural Area Preseives or Natural
Resource Conservation Areas, freeing the land of the requirement
that it be managed for revenue and permitting the preservation of
extraordinary values. Some such areas have been transferred to
the state Department of Fish & Wildlife for management by that
agency. Such special protection is not available for the generality
of the trust lands, which are managed for revenue generation, For
a description of the Natural Areas program, see THE COMMiTTEr
REPORT, supra note 5, at 52-58.
25. Interview with Washington DNR staffers
26. See infra notes 33-35, discussing the range site assess-
ments.
27. See Joint Memorandum submitted by the President of
the Washington Association of Conservation Districts Range
Lands Committee, explaining the conditions of the Association's
support of the statute and of the ecosystem standards adopted
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habitat conditions. in exchange for recognition
that the lands would continue to be dedicated
to production use.28 The statute's deference to
existing use patterns is also reflected in its
statement that lessees of state trust lands are
to be actively involved in a collaborative, coop-
erative process for the development of site-
specific solutions to ecosystem and habitat
issues.29 Yet, even within the confines of a
statute focused on collaborative and coopera-
tive methods and on continuing production
use of the trust lands, there was the expecta-
tion that the program to be undertaken would
be effective in maintaining a place for wildlife
and habitat on production-oriented lands." It
is lust that expectation that seems at present
to be captive of the dominant commitment to
maintain the production value of the lands.
DNR's embrace of a conservative approach is
in part a product of the agency's conviction
that established lessees must be coaxed
toward accepting the more demanding land
management goals set by the statute and is in
part a reflection of the political difficulty of
spending agency resources on ecosystem reha-
bilitation efforts that do not promise sure
pursuant to the statute (July 14, 1995) (on file with author). See
also Letter from Norman McCiure to Senator Scott Barr. Senator
Bob Morton. etal. (Sept. 26, 1995) (on file with author); Interview
with Norman McClure, October 29, 1995 (on file with author)
[hereinafter McClure Interview]. Mr. McCiure was President of the
Washington Association of Conservation Districts Range Lands
Committee dunng the period of passage and early Implementa-
tion of section 79.01.295 of the Revised Code of Washington.
28. See sources cited and accompanying discussion supra
note 27.
29. See WASH. Rv. CoDE § 79.01.295.
30. See generally EcosYsTEm STANDARDS Avisox Comn,
EcosSEm STANDARDS FOR STATE-OWNED AGRULL IJPRAL AND GRAZING
LAND (1994) Ihereinafter ESAC RrPo RTI; CARRoLL BooNE, Cowm mrs
AND RESPONSE SUMMARY T THE EcosYsTEM STANDARDS REPoRT (1995)
1 hereinafter CoMMEENTs AND RESPONSE SUMMARY .
31. See suprta text accompanying note 27.
32. See id.
33. For a good starting point in understanding
Washington's reconciliation of its duties to manage state trust
lands exclusively for the benefit of the trusts and to adopt a man-
agement approach that furthers ecosystem health and the
prospects for wildlife, see County of Skamania v. State of
Washington. 685 P. 2d 576 (1984). In Skamania, the Washington
Supreme Court made plain that the state cannot use trust assets
to pursue state goals other than the interests of the trusts. The
Court identified two trust duties: the duty of undivided loyalty
and the duty to act prudently on behalf of the trusts for whose
returns." Both of those constraints seem
imposed by DNR's own sense of how far its
management ought to deviate from historic
patterns and from the expectations of lessees
and trust beneficianes. n The intended program
of an active, common effort by lessees of trust
lands and DNR to restore a fuller array of habi-
tat and ecosystem values seems to have given
way to the notion that modest progress consis-
tent with the use of trust lands as farm and
range lands is sufficient.
The modest scale of DNR's program for
habitat and wildlife is not compelled by the
agency's trust duties. UnderWashington law, it
seems clear that the mandate that state trust
lands be managed both to generate income for
the trusts they serve and for the preservation
and improvement of the value of the lands as
capital assets does not preclude the pursuit of
compatible habitat and ecosystem goals." The
agency may respond to habitat and ecosystem
needs where necessary to avoid the imposition
of more stringent legal duties that could flus-
trate the productive use of trust lands3' In addi-
tion. it may also act to preserve and improve
the inherent values of the trust lands, such as
benefit the lands were granted to the state. 685 P 2d at 580.
Since SkAnwiam. DNR has taken the position that the duties
of undivided loyalty and of prudent managementare reconcilable
with the pursuit of improved ecosystem health and the restora-
tion of wildlife habitat, at least to the extent that the pursuit of
those goals avoids legal liabilityor serves to protectand improve
the asset value of trust lands. DNR has specifically expressed its
intention to protect soil, water, wildlife, fish habitat and other
public resources, as well as a willingness to accept a reduction in
current Income or return on investment if necessary to provide
this protection, to the extent that such efforts are necessary to
preserve future options particularly as those options may gener-
ate Income for future beneficianes, See THE CowMMTEEEzPr .
supra note 5. at 4.7-20.6.9-1 . The Washington Attorney General
has since issued opinion letters endorsing DNR's view. See
Attorney General of Washington. letter of September 19, 1995 to
the Honorable Jennifer Belcher. Commissioner of Public Lands
(on file with author), Se aLw 1996 Ops. Wash. Atty Gen.. No. I I
(August I. 1996).
The Washington legislature has specifically authorized
.multiple use manageentof state lands where such a concept
Is in the best interests of the state and the general welfare of the
citizens thereof, and is consistent with the applicable trust provi-
sions of the vanous lands involved WAsH. REv CooE§ 79.68.010.
34 See sources cted and accompanying discussion supra
note 33. In the management of state forest lands, for example,
Washington DNR has entered into habitat conservation plans
and undertaken other mitigation devices to avoid more stringent
regulation under the federal Endangered Speaes Act. See THE
ComnunEE REPoc. supra note 5. at 4.17-20.
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wildlife and habitat, that might, in the future,
be of benefit to the trusts."
The Washington DNR believes that the pru-
dent trustee standard, to which it is held, encom-
passes the discretion to promote such goals."
Management decisions such as withdrawing
lands from productive use to allow for their
recovery, or choosing to protect and improve
habitat and wildlife assets of potential future
value to the trusts, are consistent with the pru-
dent trustee's duty to the extent that they protect
income or capital value for present or future ben-
eficiaries of the trust lands. 7
It is true that there are some constraints on
DNR's freedom to pursue goals for habitat and
wildlife in its management of trust lands. RCW
79.01.295 itself acknowledges that DNR's obliga-
tion to implement practices to meet ecosystem
standards must be "consistent with the trust
mandate" of the Washington Constitution and
the agency's governing statute." But saying that
there are some constraints on how far the agency
might go, does not answer the practical question
of lust how much DNR might do or what an
appropriate level of engagement might be, con-
sistent with the agency's trust mandate. The pru-
dent trustee standard, to which DNR is held
accountable in managing the trust lands, could
support decisions to undertake an active pro-
gram of monitoring the condition of the range
lands, or to undertake reseeding and replanting
programs on range lands and in riparian zones,
in the interests of protecting and enhancing cap-
35. See THE COMMiTTEE REPORT, supra note 5. at 4.17-20. The
outer limits of the capacity to engage in expenditures for habitat
and ecosystem recovery have not been clearly established. The
Independent Review Commission In Its Report to DNR observed,
We are persuaded that the stewardship responsibility that
derives from the obligation to manage trust lands in perpetuity
for the trust beneficiaries fully warrants such a policy The
Implementation of this policy, however, presents important chal-
lenges to the DNR. Stewardship responsibilities must be exer-
cised as an Integral part of the larger trustee responsibilities. The
fundamental touchstone of this policy, as with all decisions
respecting the trust lands, is the benefits it bnngs to the trust
beneficiaries. Unlike decisions that directly generate revenues it
Is probably more difficult to evaluate asset protection decisions,
particularly In the short run Given the necessary exercise of
Judgment Involved in such decisions and the apparent sensitivi-
ty of the effects they may have on near-term revenue generation
for the trust beneficiaries, however, It would be appropriate for
the DNR to periodically review with interested parties its asset
protection decisions affecting the near-term generation of rev-
enues from trust lands.
THE COMMirrEE REPORT, supra note 5, at 6.11-12.27.
ital asset values. Applicable standards of review
create substantial leeway to make such decisions
in the name of asset protection and for the sake
of the future value of the trust lands.
The important question is whether Wash-
ington DNR is willing or able to assemble the
public and political support needed to use the
capacities existing in the prudent trustee stan-
dard, to press harder for the goals of habitat and
ecosystem functioning contemplated by RCW
79.01.295. The historical dedication of the trust
lands to production use, and the political diffi-
culty of departing from that mold, have prevent-
ed the pursuit of wildlife and ecosystem goals
from becoming a commanding management pri-
ority in their own right. That history and the pol-
icy rationales underlying Washington's uncertain
commitment to habitat and ecosystem improve-
ment on its trust grazing and agricultural lands
are explored in more detail in Part Ill.
III. Washington's Agricultural and Grazing
Trust Lands: Trust Principles and
Landscape Realities
A. Origins of the Trust Lands
More than two-thirds of the land granted to
Washington at its statehood is still held by the
state as trust land, and is managed for the ben-
efit of various state institutions; chiefly,
schools, colleges and universities. 19 Those
grant lands comprise 2.3 million acres, almost
half of which are classified as agticultural or
One author has captured neatly the difficulty of pursuing
trust lands management objectives in ways that c re not colorably
consistent with trust responsibilities, noting that state grant
lands are not 'public lands in the common sense of collective
ownership for common benefit. Whether the land management
objectives be timber, grazing, minerals or agriculture, grant land
ranagement is a form of proprietary management for specific
trust benefit.: Thomas R. Waggener, Public Lan's. State Lands-
Whose Lands? State Forestry on State Lands, 16 W. WILoLANDs 24, 25-29
(1990).
36. interview with Washington DNR staffers.
37. See id.
38. WAsH. REv. CODE § 79.01.295(5).
39. See generally TRusTs REPORT, supra note 2. That amount
includes neither state aquatic lands nor certain forest lands
acquired by escheat, purchase or through tax delinquencies over
the years. There are 621,359 acres of such forest lands and 2.1
million acres of tidelands, shore lands, harbor areas and beds of
navigable waters whose title is based on the Equal Footing
Doctnne of the United States Constitution. See id, at 27, 31.
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grazing land.40 Typical of many states in the
West, the original federal grants under Wash-
ington's statehood enabling act consisted of
"in place" parcels. They were sections 16 and 36
of each township, and of "in lieu" parcels
selected later by the state as compensation for
any sections that might not have been avail-
able because of earlier federal grants to other
parties.*'
The original pattern of grants is especially
visible in interior Washington's Columbia Plain
where 1.1 million acres of agricultural and graz-
ing land remain in state hands despite vigor-
ous sales efforts in the early years of this cen-
tury.42 There has been virtually no blocking up
or consolidation of the grant lands, and on the
official map titled "Major Public Lands of
Washington," the "in place" grant lands show
up as an even, pink freckling of isolated trust
land parcels amidst township-sized areas of
private lands.4 3 The "in lieu" grant lands show
up on the map as tighter clusters of pink, often
in checkerboard patterns interspersed with pri-
vate land."
B. Early Expectations
Whether loosely scattered or tightly gath-
ered, the trust lands in Washington's Columbia
Plain exist in a rural landscape dominated by
private holdings. This phenomenon is a natural
consequence of the pattern of "in place" land
grants and of the state's approach to selecting
"in lieu" parcels. The first purpose of the grant
lands was always that they serve the trusts and
40. SeeTRusTS REPOR supra note 2. at 27.31.
41. See PAUL W. GATES, HISTORY OF PuBuc LAND LAW
DEVELOPMENT 313 (1968); THE CoMMiTTEe REPORT.,supra note 5, at 2-
3.
42. Between 1889 and 1920. over 500,000 acres of trust
lands were sold in eastern Washington alone. See TRusTs REPORT,
supra note 2, at 8-9, 25.
43. See WASH. DEP'T OF NAT. REsouRcEs. MAIOR PuBuc LANDs
OF WASHINGTON (map) (1993) (on file with author). See also
Appendix A, WASH. DE'T OF NAT. RESOURCES, TRUST LAND MAP
(1998).
44. See id.
45. See TRusTS REPORT. supra note 2. at 8-i1: TOTEM, supra
note 21. at 3-4.
46. See ALEXANDER CAMPBELL McGREGOR. CoutnN SHE
FROM OPEN RANGE TO AGRiBUSINESS ON THE COLUMBIA PLATAU 102
lhereinafter McGREGoR. In many of the western states, the selec-
tion of trust lands has been carried out in the Interests of stock-
their beneficiaries. The isolation of the trust
parcels amidst private farms and ranches
meant, however, that that value would have to
be realized as part of the range and agricultur-
al economy of Washington's plateau intenor.
Those expectations are especially evident
in how the "in lieu" selections were made.
Washington made most of its "in lieu" selec-
tions in the early years of this century with the
guidance of influential stockmen and farmers.'
By that time, settlers and the railroads had
made entries on the best available federal
lands. 7 During the first decade of this century,
the state typically selected from the best of the
leftovers. Many of the lands available for selec-
tion lay on parcels of thinner soils and rougher
topography, or in the drier parts of the
Columbia Plain. Lands with deeper soils, more
regular topography, or with better access to
water were already taken. Further, much of the
land still available for state selection had been
degraded by its use as common grazing land.4
With those constraints, the state needed to
select land that could still produce some finan-
cial return to the school trusts through lease or
sale.4' Given the limited choice of lands, and
the requirement that they be sold or leased for
profit, it was perhaps a natural development
that the selections would be situated near the
ranchers and farmers who were willing and
able to lease or buy the lands from the state.10
The expectation that the trust lands,
whether leased or sold, would become useful
as farm or ranch land, has proven to be an
men. This is partly explained by the fact that grazing represented
the most profitable immediate use of the land, and partly by the
political importance of the livestock operators. See Sanford A.
Mosk. LAd Policy and Stock Raising ix t Westen Unita Stste 17
Acxic. Hi=t 14 (1943), repitdin Vm.uo. C sTEIsE.N, THE PUBLIC
LA.NDS 411 ( 1968J lhereinafterMoskl.
47 See TRusTs RE.,o0 suprit note 2, at 8-il
48 See glenerdI McGREcoR, ;supra note 46,
49 See Tusts REo=, suptv note 2, at 8- I .
50 See gexeraiil MCGREGOt. supqr. note 46, This tendency to
make land selections with a view toward their value to prospec-
tive lessees is described as typical of the western expenence.
Mosk notes that in many of the western states selections were
made for their grazing value to a particular stockman. See general-
ly Mosk, suprit note 46. He goes on to observe that such selections
were not necessarily unwise. "On the contrary, assurance that the
state would have an mmediate lessee or purchaser for a particu-
lar piece of land was an important consideration from the rev-
enue standpoint Id at 428.
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important factor in Washington's ability to real-
ize habitat and ecosystem health goals. Where
the trust lands were valuable as crop land, they
were cleared and prepared for the bare earth
farming characteristic of the region. Habitat
values were largely destroyed as a byproduct of
the clean farming and intensive crop manage-
ment that is prevalent not only on trust lands,
but everywhere in the Columbia Plain." Where
the chief value of the trust lands was grazing,
the land was turned over to lessees for them to
manage as they saw fit. 2 Little attempt was
made to regulate grazing." The scattered distri-
bution of the grazing lands and slender agency
staffing precluded active management. Instead,
DNR relied upon the self-interest of the
lessees, who were virtually guaranteed contin-
ued use of their grazing allotments, to prevent
degradation of the range lands.'
C. Custodial Management
Because the lands were of little interest to
anyone but the farmers and ranchers who
leased them and because the trustees of the
land had rather modest expectations of the rev-
enue they might be expected to generate, there
were long years of quiescent management of
the trust agricultural and range lands." For a
'long time, promotion of the stability of rela-
tions with lessees and promotion of the inter-
ests of the trusts were perceived as largely con-
gruent goals. The uses to which the trust lands
51, See Hicks, supra note 6, at 21.
52. See generally McGRE.OR, supra note 46.
53. See id.
54. DNR staff, in conversation, frequently note their
inability to actively monitor grazing properties on an ongoing
basis. They are obliged to rely on the self-interest of the lessee to
assure that range land is propery managed by lessees. DNR has
celebrated the commitment of their long-term leaseholders to
stewardship of the land. See Tomm, supra note 2 1, at 16.
55. The Isolation of the trust lands amidst private hold-
Ings have at times made them a forgotten portion of the state's
public lands. This general phenomenon is noted in Bruce & Rice,
supra note i. The modest returns over many years from state graz-
ing leases and from dry land agriculture has been a maior impe-
tus for the conversion of land to more intensive and profitable
uses. See, e.g,. WASH. Di'T oF NATURAL RESOURcES, AGRICULTURAL AND
GRAZING LANDs PRoGRAm-Poucy PLAN 6 (1989); ToTEM, supra note
2 1, at 9-15; THE COMMiTTEE REPORT, supra note 5, at 4.39-41.
56. See sources cited and accompanying discussion supra
note 55.
57. DNR maintains tract books, organized by township
and range, showing all of its holdings and records of all transfers
were put remained largely unchanged from year
to year. Because there was little capacity to
monitor the condition of far-flung holdings,
staying with proven lessees whose fees pro-
duced a modest, but assured, return seemed a
sensible management option."
Long continued leaseholds became com-
mon. 7 A grazing or agricultural lease might
pass along within a family for forty or fifty years
and, in some cases, for more than a century.' In
localities where state trust lands were more
tightly clustered as the result of "in lieu" selec-
tions, much of the land was leased by members
of a single family or by families related by mar-
riage. The practice of routine renewal in time
created expectations among lessees that the
land would be dedicated to purposes useful to
the lessees, and the agency came over the years
to celebrate long-continuing leaseholds as evi-
dence of stability and of good stewardship on
the land.' 9 Range land lease properties were
sporadically and infrequently visited by DNR
officials.' The slight returns from these lands
meant that negligible staff resources were allo-
cated to management of range land and dry
land farm properties.6' Managers typically
renewed leases over the phone or by written
correspondence. 6 The procedures for bidding
for leases also favored the continuation of
incumbent lessees, thus promoting continuity
and creating significant barriers to new would-
be lessees.63
of leaseholds over the years. The author has looed at the trans-
action histories of many of the parcels of agricull ural and grazing
land in the Columbia Plain and verified the anecdotal reports of
DNR staff of the long duration typical of leaseholds and the com-
mon practice of transfers of lease from hand to hand within fam-
ilies. The tract books are massive corduroy bound volumes, one
for each range of the United States Ordinance Survey, and they
offer a valuable window into the history of DNR holdings. One
can trace the entire transaction history for eaco parcel of land
since its acquisition.
58. See discussion, supra note 57.
59. See ToTem, supra note 21, at 6. Indeed, the leased lands
may have been no better or worse managed than the bulk of prl-
vately-owned range lands, but the best assessment of the condi-
tion of Washington range land makes plain that even the Interest
of fee simple ownership may be Insufficient to preserve range
resources. See generally GRAZING AssESSMENT, supra note 20.
60. Interviews with Washington DNR staff.ers.
61. See id.
62. See id.
63. Interview with Washington DNR staffer.
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D. Active Management
The commitment to the stability of lease
tenures is, at present, only one element of a
land management policy whose chief focus is
improving the asset value and profitability of
the trust lands.' While there remains great sta-
bility in lease tenures, DNR is now seeking bet-
ter performance in land management from its
lessees and higher returns from its grazing and
agricultural trust lands, largely in response to
the better opportunities created by conversion
of grazing land and unirrigated crop land to
irrigated cultivation.6'
The agricultural and range lands have his-
torically contributed a very small fraction of
total returns on trust assets. Only about three
percent of the total trust revenue of $264 mil-
lion is attributable to agricultural and grazing
lands, despite the fact that they account for
almost thirty percent of trust lands acreage.6
And, within the category of agricultural and
grazing lands, there are great income dispari-
When a lease is about to end, its availability Is published.
Any would-be bidders wishing to challenge the present lessees
renewal can then bid in a publicly conducted auction of the lease.
To have a good chance of success, however, bidders must also
offer a bid premium (a bonus bid) which the bidder is prepared
to pay overand above the pnce peracre that the lease commands
in the public auction. The amount of the'bonus bid- Is within the
discretion of the contesting bidder and must be deposited In full
with DNR in advance of the public auction of the lease. The auc-
tion usually takes place some six months following submission of
the bonus bid.
By auction day, DNR will have set a floor price per acre
based on its appraisal of the value of the land. In the actual bid-
ding, if the incumbent lessee is willing to match the best bid of
any challenger, a challenger can only prevail if the bonus bid
amount it has earlier placed on deposit with DNR exceeds a
bonus amount the incumbent is willing to offer on the auction
day. If the holderof the lease is able to match the last best bid of
any would-be takers, and is willing to exceed the bonus bid, he or
she will hold onto the lease. What this means for would-be chal-
lengers is that they must not only bid a premium price In the
open auction but also put up a bonus amount that is higher than
the then-holder of the lease is willing to match. For would-be
contestants it is a hostile structure where the full cash amount of
the bonus bid must be deposited in advance and where one's
best shot may not succeed in the face of a lessee determined to
hold the property.
In practice, there have been few instances where a contest-
ant has been willing to face such uncertainties, or been able to
offer a winning bonus bid, while still allowing for profitable oper-
ation of the lease. For the prevailing bidder, the amount of the
bonus bid must be amortized over the duration of the lease and
any renewals of the lease, and must be paid over and above the
per acre bid price. it is rarely possible to offer a bonus bid high
enough to be sure of winning the lease while still ensunng that
the lease will be profitable to the lessee.
ties. For example, orchards, constituting little
more than one percent of all agricultural and
grazing lands, produce almost sixteen percent
of the total revenues.67 irrigated crop land is
next in income generation per acre, followed
by unirrigated crop land. Grazing lands, which
generate a positive return over and above their
cost of administration only when their capital
appreciation is taken into account, are last in
income generation per acre.
The slight returns on the range lands, and
the difficulty of effectively managing such scat-
tered holdings, call into doubt whether the
long-established practice of leasing trust
assets lands for negligible returns is consistent
with trust duties." Trust beneficiaries and envi-
ronmental advocates both have asked the
question whether livestock grazing in particu-
lar, with its demonstrated low returns and
sometimes harmful impacts on the trust lands,
represents a prudent management policy.' The
trust beneficiaries see the desired solution as
64 See gpntrally Ti"us"s Rom. supra n e 2 THE Comrm
REPoxr, supra note 5.
65 Sm WAsH. DEPT or NA1jt~. ResouRCES ANuAL REO r
(1997); TRusTs REPo . supra note 2; WAsH. DEP T o" Nmum
REsouRcEs. AcruoLTuxML REsouncEs PRoGRA, AGREmur. AcREAcz
& REvENrUE SUMMY (1997) Ihereinafter AcRzAGE & REvEN uE
SUM'tI.
66 See sources cited supra note 65.
67. Se geserlyAcREAG & R EExuE Suwoz :. supra note 65.
DNR manages about 199,500 agricultural acres, dominated by
116.000 acres of dry farmland. There are 28.000 acres of irrigated
farmland, and another 8,400 acres are orchard land, Almost
15.000 acres have been Included in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Conservation Reserve Program and have been
retired from active production. A further 30.000 acres is destgnat-
ed as non-use land, or land not currently in production due to
geographical or other factors. Se id
68. There are almost 565,000 acres of trust grazing land,
not including 331,000 acres of forest land where grazing under
DNR permits Is a secondary use. Revenues from the grazing land
have usually been less than one dollar per acre per year. See
AcU.r;z & RUME SuMARY. supri note 65. at 68.
DNR Is required by statute to obtain "fair market rental
return to the state.' WAsH REY. CooE § 79.01242. In 1995, DNR's
rate for grazing leases was $6.50 per animal unit month (-AUM-).
plus a leasehold tax of 12.84 percent, fora total of S7.34 perAUM.
For permit ranges, the rate is $4.04 per AUM. plus leasehold tax
for a total of $4.55. By contrast, the grazing fee for federal land
during the same period was SI.6i per AUM. See THE Comw=.
REr . supr note 5.
69 See Solveig Torvik. Th Money Tre, Seling Trust Lands
Divides Repens, Land Conmmtissoer S 'r TimEs, June 2, 1996.at El:
Tr Comi, ti REPo. supt note 5. at 4.8-12.
70 See sources cited supr note 69.
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either disposition of the scattered grazing
lands in favor of more lucrative and easily man-
aged assets or, where feasible, conversion of
the grazing lands to more intense uses, such as
orchard and vineyard uses.7 Environmental
advocates suggest the abandonment of grazing
as a primary use, as well as the substitution of
a management regime that protects and
improves the land's inherent asset value for
future generations n Indeed, it is on the range
lands and in the grazable woodlands, where
salvageable riparian zones and remnants of the
original shrub steppe plant communities sur-
vive, that the best prospects for preservation
and improvement of habitat values exist.7
Especially where trust grazing parcels are situ-
ated among other grazing land and not isolat-
ed amidst cleared farm land, there is good
potential for landscape-wide improvement in
ecosystem and habitat conditions.
In response to such concerns, DNR has
needed to make plain why trust ownership of
agricultural and range lands, and of range
lands in particular, makes sense.7' Through an
Asset Stewardship Program begun in
November 1994, the agency has begun to
examine the configuration and management of
its agricultural and grazing lands in order to
determine whether to sell or exchange existing
holdings and whether to acquire other lands to
improve the asset value of existing trust
lands." Through this program, the agency has
also begun to evaluate the potential for more
intense utilization.76
From this process, several important
themes and important implications for the pro-
71. See sources cited supra note 69.
72. See generally COMMENTS AND RESPONSE SUMMARY, supra
note 30.
73. See Frederick C. Dobler, WASH. DEPT OF FISH & WILDLIFE,
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SHRUB STEPPE OF EASTERN WASHINGTON, A
BRIEF APPRAISAL OF CURRENT KNOWLEDGE AND NEED (1990).
74. See THE COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note 5, at 4.8-12, 44.
75. See id.
76. See id.. see generally DRA-r PLAN, supra note 19.
77. See sources cited supra note 76.
78. See sources cited supra note 76. A major focus of the
agricultural land program has been the conversion of agncultur-
al land from dry land farming and grazing use to irrigated agn-
culture. This process began in earnest in 1970 when the
Washington legislature approved increasing, from twenty to
tection and improvement of habitat and
ecosystem values have begun to emerge." First,
the agency ought to pursue all good opportuni-
ties to convert grazing lands to more intensive
and profitable uses. 8 Second, because the
highest yielding lands within the agricultural
portfolio, orchard and vineyard lands, have
come into being as the result of the conversion
of grazing lands, DNR should be cautious
about divesting any of its land hcldings with-
out a careful consideration of their potential.
Third, the core of the agency's duties lie in
managing the trust lands, a unique patrimony
whose inherent value should be piotected and
enhanced in the interests of the trusts and their
future beneficiaries. 9 Fourth, C'NR should
inventory and determine the inherent values of
the lands as they exist, including the inventory-
ing of lands with high biodiversity values, to
develop management options for those lands1
All of these themes emphasize retention and
improved management of the trust lands as a
prudent management choice." In addition, the
agency has argued that the rapid growth of
population throughout the state, and the
resulting demands on a finite land base, justify
the decision to hold many currently low yield-
ing lands for potential future uses.2
In the years before restoration of habitat in
the Columbia Plain had become an issue, it
had become clear that retention of the agricul-
tural and range trust lands as trust assets
could continue to make sense only to the
extent that their profitability or inherent asset
value justified retention. Improvement of their
profitability might occur through conversion of
twenty-five percent, the portion of trust revenue that is allocated
to DNR for trust land management. See id The additional five per-
cent of revenue has been used to make improvements on some
lands, including the expansion of Irrigation and the dedication of
some monies to conservation efforts. See id
Since 1970, 34,000 acres of dry land have been converted to
irrgated land through well drilling and acquisitlon of surface
water rights. See id. DNR continues to seek opportunities for
orchard and vineyard land. See id WASH. Dr.P'T or NATURAL
RESOURCES, NEW DNR LEASE WITH SOUTHEASTERN W.SHINGTON FARMER
WILL GENERATE MILLONS TO SUPPORT SCHOOLS, (visited March 10,
1998) <http-.//www.wa.gov/dnr/htdocs/adm/comrr/nr98034,htm>
79. See generally THE COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note 5.
80. See id,, see generally TRUSTS REPORT, supra note 2.




the land to more intensive uses. Improvement
of inherent asset values might occur through
the better protection of the long-term produc-
tive capacities of soil and range or through
capital improvements such as irrigation sys-
tems. While lands of extraordinary natural
value might be managed to preserve those val-
ues for their own sake or to avoid the creation
of environmental flash points, most of the trust
lands can be expected, in the future, to be
managed more intensively and with greater
attention to the improvement of revenues.
The focus on habitat values and ecosystem
recovery that were embodied in RCW 79.01.295
arose soon after these policy positions began
to solidify. DNR would pursue its duties under
the new habitat and ecosystem statute in a cli-
mate where increasing the productive value of
the trust lands and protecting their asset val-
ues had become insistent management priori-
ties. In such a climate, environmental goals are
likely to be pursued either to the extent that
they are compelled by law or dovetail with the
desire to maintain the resource value of the
lands and promote its long term capacity to
generate revenue. The balance of this article
explores how DNR's asset management strate-
gies and its goals for future relationships with
lessees of trust lands have shaped its approach
to fulfilling the habitat and ecosystem man-
dates of RCW 79.01.295.
83. A specal House Task Force on Salmon and Steelhead
Survival had been established in 1991 to develop recovery plan
legislation for Washington salmonids. The task force developed
four different bills for the 1992 legislative session. Each bill
passed the House. but died in the Senate. Those earlier bills were
revised considerably and consolidated into what became House
Bill 1309. The summary presented here of the legislative devel-
opments leading up to the passage of RCW 79.01.295 Is taken
from a description by Rep. Richard King of the Washington House
of Representatives, then Chair of the House Fish & Wildlife
Committee. See King Speech, supra note 10.
84. See id. Following the failure of the 1992 bill. sponsors
of the failed bill were invited to address the luly 1992 meeting of
the Washington Rangelands Committee to discuss the restruc-
tunng of legislation that might succeed. There was a strong sense
among some members of the Rangelands committee that the
Committee must make a substantial commitment to the
improvement of range conditions to respond to mounting pres-
sure for more environmentally responsible livestock manage-
IV. The Steppe Lands Ecosystem Initiative
A. Origins
RCW 79.01.295 is the successor to legisla-
tion originally proposed in 1991, and again in
1992, to improve ecosystem health and habi-
tat values on state public lands." The first
purpose of these proposals was the protec-
tion of salmon habitat on the inland tributar-
ies of the Columbia and Snake rivers, but the
declining prospects for upland wildlife caused
the 1993 legislative proposal to focus also on
the health of steppe land habitat." The earli-
er salmon bills had failed because of opposi-
tion by producer groups who viewed a shift in
management priorities for state lands as a
threat to the historical uses of the trust lands
as grazing and farm land."5 These groups also
worried that the bills were an effort to bring
more environmental pressure to bear on farm-
ing and ranching practices in general." The
proposal in the earlier salmon habitat recov-
ery bills was revived in the 1993 legislative
session." The impending listings of fish and
wildlife in the Columbia Plain, under both the
state and federal endangered species acts,
made it necessary for the state to have in
place a recovery strategy in order to avoid
drastic restrictions on established farm and
ranch operations."
The legislature's goal was to develop a bill
that would win the support of both environ-
mental advocates and users of the public
range, as well as substantively respond to the
ment. The Committee hoped to arrive at an approach that would
be compatible with some grazing use of the public range. The
Committee also wanted very much to maintain the economicvia-
bility of leases In the hands of lessees of public land. See it
This state committee, not described in the Washington
Revised Code. grew out of a Western Governors7 conference held
In 1976 in Montana where one of the topics on the agenda was
the Importance of rangelands to the economic and social health
of western states. The governors agreed to the creation of state
committees to study and promote rangeland health. The
Washington Rangelands committee was created in 1978 in
response to that Initiative. See id
85 See King Speech. spra note 10; McClure Intervew,
supra note 27.
86 Sty sources cited supre note 85
87 Set sources cited supra note 85
88 Ste discussion supr notes 8-10.79.
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need to initiate habitat protection and recov-
ery in the steppe lands.9 The proposal called
for a statute that would establish clear, quan-
titative criteria for evaluating habitat and
ecosystem conditions, and that would clearly
define the desired endpoints for habitat and
ecosystem functioning.' The bill's other
objective was to emphasize cooperative
progress toward desired ecological condi-
tions, as well as primary reliance on negoti-
ated solutions when land management prac-
tices needed to be altered to satisfy ecosys-
tem standards.9' The statute would adopt
measurable goals for habitat and ecosystem
functioning toward which all land manage-
ment must strive. The statute would also
insist on progress toward the articulated
goals, leaving open the question of satisfac-
tory rates of progress. The statute was also
meant to require state land managers to
develop solutions in order to realize habitat
and ecosystem goals for specific sites, but
only in consultation with users of the land
and with due respect for the legitimacy of
established uses.92
Washington DNR supported the effort,
viewing the prospect of more directive stan-
dards for the use of trust grazing and agricul-
tural lands as altogether consistent with the
objectives of its asset management strategy.93
Effective ecosystem standards would allow
the agency to improve management, respond
to pressures to protect and improve the asset
value of the grazing and agricultural lands,
and overcome the impression that the fate of
the grazing lands was committed to their
lessees, with little agency involvement.94
The main rationale offered for the mar-
riage between the scientifically-based evalu-
ation of habitat and ecosystem conditions
and the coaxing, prodding approach to habi-
89, See King Speech, supra note i0.
90. See McClure Interview, supra note 27.
91. Seeid.
92. See id.
93. Interview with Washington DNR staffers.
94. See id.
tat and ecosystem improvement was the
notion that cooperation between users of the
trust lands was needed not only to pass a
statute, but to implement it effectively.9
There was a conviction that the scattered dis-
tribution of the trust lands, and their long
association with particular private holdings,
not only made the cooperation of the lessees
a practical necessity, but created an opportu-
nity for more effective protection of habitat
and ecosystem values on associated private
lands.' Only state land would be made sub-
ject to the bill's basic requirement that fish
and wildlife habitat be preserved through the
achievement of certain ecosystem standards,
but it was hoped that the new management
regime for the state lands would encourage
improved practices on adjacent private land
as lessees came to see the long term benefits
of management practices compatible with
improved habitat and ecosystem healthy If
lessees of state lands could successfully be
enlisted to improve the management of the
trust lands they used, voluntary improve-
ments in range conditions beneficial to fish
and wildlife might follow on private lands,
producing landscape-wide benefits that
would not occur if improved management
were restricted to state lands aloie.9 ' In some
cases, the effectiveness of the improved
management of state lands might depend
upon parallel management refcrms on pri-
vate land, perhaps creating habitat units of
sufficient size or shape to function properly
or protecting riparian corridors along their
length.99
The legislation, containing those ele-
ments, was signed into law in September,
1993 The statute mapped out a rapid
timetable for the development of ecosystem
standards for the recovery and protection of
95. See King Speech, supra note 10; McClure Interview,
supra note 27.
96. See McClure Interview, supra note 27, See also WASH. RmV,
CODE §§ 79.01.295(3), (4).
97. See McClure Interview, supra note 27.
98. See id.
99. See id., Interview with Washington DNR staffers.
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wildlife habitat.' °°  It provided that by
December 31, 1993, the state department of
wildlife and department of fisheries would each
develop goals to preserve, protect and perpetu-
ate wildlife and fish on shrub habitat and on
agricultural lands, range lands and grazable
woodlands, consistent with the maintenance of
a healthyecosystem."' By July 31, 1994, the state
conservation commission was to appoint an
advisory committee consisting of technical
experts that represented different natural
resources interest groups.'" The committee was
to develop ecosystem standards that would
achieve the goals developed by the fish and
wildlife agencies. 3 The committee would also
develop the standards to establish meaningful
and measurable criteria for evaluating the
responsiveness of land management to the pri-
100. See WASH. REV. CODE § 79.01.295 (West 1998). The
revised code provided as follows:
(1) By December31. 1993, the department of wildlife
and the department of fisheries shall each develop goals for
the wildlife and fish that these agencies respectively man-
age. to preserve, protect, and perpetuate wildlife and fish on
shrub steppe habitat or on lands that are presently agricul-
tural lands, rangelands, or grazable woodlands. These goals
shall be consistent with the maintenance of a healthy
ecosystem.
(2) ITIhe conservation commission shall appoint a
technical advisory committee to develop standards that
achieve the goals developed in subsection (1) of this sec-
tion. A member of the conservation commission shall
chair the committee.
(3) ITIhe committee shall develop standards to meet
the goals developed under subsection (I) of this section.
These standards shall not conflict with the recovery of
wildlife or fish species that are listed or proposed for listing
under the federal endangered species act. These standards
shall be utilized to the extent possible in development of
coordinated resource management plans to provide a level
of management that sustains and perpetuates renewable
resources, including fish and wildlife, riparian areas, soil.
water, timber, and forage for livestock and wildlife. The
maintenance and restoration of sufficient habitat to pre-
serve, protect, and perpetuate wildlife and fish shall be a
maior component induded in the standards and coordinat-
ed resource management plans. Application of standards to
pnvately owned lands is voluntary and may be dependent
on funds to provide technical assistance through conserva-
tion districts.
(4) The conservation commission shall approve the
standards and shall provide them to the departments of
natural resources and wildlife, each of the conservation dis-
tncts, Washington State University cooperative extension
service. and the appropnate committees of the legislature.
The conservation districts shall make these standards avail-
able to the public and for coordinated resource manage-
ment planning. Application to private lands is voluntary.
mary goal of sustaining and perpetuating
wildlife and fish, riparian areas, soil, water, tim-
ber. and forage./'' The statute required that the
technical advisory committee develop the
ecosystem standards by December 31, 1994,
and that the standards then be disseminated
both to DNR and the public as a resource for
land management planning.i01 The statute
charged DNR with implementing practices nec-
essary to meet the ecosystem standards on
department-managed agricultural and grazing
lands, consistent with the trust mandate of the
Washington state constitution, and other rele-
vant state law. '
The tasks set by the new statute were
promptly undertaken. The Washington Depart-
ment of Fish & Wildlife developed goals for fish
and wildlife," and a highly competent and
(5) The department of natural resources shall imple-
ment practices necessary to meet the standards developed
pursuant to this section on department managed agricul-
tural and grazing lands, consistent with the trust mandate
of the Washington state Constitution and Title 79 RCW. The
standards may be modified on a site-specific basis as need-
ed to achieve the fish and wildlife goals, and as determined
by the department of fisheries or wildlife, and the depart-
ment of natural resources. Existing lessees shall be provid-
ed an opportunity to participate in any site-specific field
review. Department agricultural and grazing leases issued
after December 31. 1994. shall be subject to practices to
achieve the standards that meet those developed pursuant
to this section-
WA H. Rsv. Cooc § 79.01.295 (West 1998).
101 SeeW sm Rrv Coo §790 1295(1) Althoughtheterm
"ecosystem'was not defined in the legislation, a definition was
later adopted by the Ecosystem Standards Advisory Committee
charged with implementing standards to give effect to the
statute. The term was defined as a 'community of living organ-
Isms (plants and animals) interacting with one another and with
their physical environment, such as a watershed or other land
area. A change In any part of a complex system may affect the
whole.- ESAC Ruo, supra note 30. at 62. importantly the term -
was not defined in a way that introduces a concern with human
economic and social preferences, diluting the focus on the
Integrity of natural systems as such, See Oliver A. Hauck, On the
Law of Biodwsily and Ecosysix Maimmex.. 81 M s. L Ra-v. 869.
923-25. 936-38 (1997J (discussing non-biological conceptions of
ecosystems and ecosystem management).
102 See gexerallg ESAC Ruo, supre note 30.
103 Sted
104- See WAs . Rv CooE 79.01.295(31.
105 Seeid
106 SeeWAsH. Rrim Cooc§79.01.295(5).
107 EcosYsA ST.oDAs Amnisom Com i,nT EcosysTrEL
STANDAR)s FOR STATE-OWNED ArCULUKAU AND GxmmNc LAND,
Exmun"r B ('Sub-Goals for Aquatics Resources. 'Sub-Goals for
Terrestrial Resources') (1994).
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diverse technical advisory committee was cho-
sen to develop appropriate ecosystem stan-
dards.'° After a year's work, and within the statu-
tory deadline, the technical advisory committee
had established twenty-two ecosystem stan-
dards, consisting of nineteen land management
standards and three aquatic evaluation stan-
dards, to address ecosystem health and habitat
functioning on crop land and range land, as well
as in riparian areas and associated waters.'
Approximately half of the twenty-two stan-
dards are focused on problems of soil stability
and watershed functioning, addressing soil and
stream bank erosion, water quality, protection of
stream morphology and maintenance of
instream flow levels, siltation, and water dis-
charge and runoff."'0 The remaining standards
are focused on plant species diversity, native
108. The Committee included representatives of range
cattle constituencies, public utilities, wheat growers, Indian
nations, state and federal natural resource agencies, as well as
representatives of environmental advocacy groups such as Trout
Unlimited, the Audubon Society, the Washington Wildlife
Federation and the Washington Environmental Council. The
composition of the Committee is striking for its balance and for
the capacity of the individuals filling the chairs. See ESAC REPORT.
supra note 30, at 2. Selection critena for membership, the com-
mittee's ground rules for doing its work and a goals statement for
the committee are set out in Exhibit C, Exhibit D and Exhibit E.
respectively, to the ESAC Report.
109. See ESAC REPoRT, supra note 30, at 31-57.
110. See id. at 25, 31-34, 39, 43-47. 5i, 57.
111. See id. at 23-24, 26, 35-38, 40-42,48, 55-56.
112. See id. at 16-17. Most of the ecosystem standards are
focused on measures of sound soil and water functioning typical
of traditional range management and farm land soil and water
conservation methods. The standards include measures that go
beyond those traditional measures of assessing the health and
functioning of range land and farm land. Three standards are
quoted here to give the reader a feel for some of the more ambi-
tious standards included in the Washington scheme and also as
examples of the four part structure of all of the standards.
Ecosystem Standard B9 Plant Community Connection
DESIRED ECOLOGICAL CONDITION Plant communities
are adequately connected to allow for movement of wildlife
between plant communities with minimum exposure to preda-
tors or weather.
STRATEGY 1. In rangelands and grazeable woodlands, pro-
vide and maintain vegetated connection between the riparian
plant community and the natural upland plant community along
most of their lengths. 2. In croplands, provide or maintain corn-
dors. which connect nparian and upland communities. 3.
improve road right of ways to maintain connection between npar-
Ian and upland areas. 4. Avoid decreasing or eliminating the con-
nection between riparian and upland plant communities when
Initiating new developments, such as building structures or mod-
ifying roads and agricultural fields.
plant protection, the realization of site potential
for vegetative cover in upland and riparian
zones, as well as a provision for protected move-
ment by wildlife along vegetated corridors and
the avoidance of habitat fragmentation."' Each
standard consisted of four components: (i) a
concise statement of the desired ecological con-
dition to be realized by achievement of the stan-
dard; (ii) a set of strategies to guide land man-
agers and users in the selection of management
practices to achieve the standard's desired eco-
logical condition; (iii) a brief statement on how
the specific ecosystem standard would benefit
fish and wildlife, describing the linkage between
the standard and the restoration or preservation
of ecosystem and habitat functioning; and (iv)
suggested management practices that might be
undertaken to achieve the standard."2
RATIONALE/DISCUSSION Both upland and riparian plant
communities provide hiding, resting, breeding and foraging
areas, as well as travel corridors forwildlife. In addition, the ripar-
ian area provides a source of water. Connection between these
plant communities is important to wildlife, particularly to small
ground dwelling species, that will not cross wide open spaces
because of exposure to predators or weather el.ments.
Road related strategies are included because of the poten-
tial that decisions to build and modify roads will have a negative
impact on fish and wildlife.
POSSIBLE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES Field Border, Field
Windbreak, Filter Strips;
Grasses and Legumes in Rotation, Iplanting of upland and
riparian habitat belts by the state department of fish and
wildlifel.
Ecosystem Standard BI I Native Plant S %cie
DESIRED ECOLOGICAL CONDITION Native plant species
dominate uplands and riparian areas. Non-nat ve plant species,
not classified as noxious weeds, which provide habitat benefits to
fish and wildlife comparable to native plants art acceptable.
STRATEGY 1. In uplands (excluding cropland) and riparian
areas, maintain existing native vegetation where It exists. 2.
Native vegetation should be used for the restoration of damaged
sites. 3. Non-native plant species may be used in reclamation
provided that equal or greater long-term benefits to fish and
wildlife result.
RATIONALE/DISCUSSION Native plant species are an
essential part of habitat for native fish and wildlife. The Introduc-
tion of non-native plant species has contributed to the disap-
pearance of native wildlife by changing the natural biological and
structural habitat diversitywhIch the native plants provided. This
ecosystem standard is intended to maintain exi;ting native plant
species and encourage the use of native plant slpecles In restora-
tion of damaged sites.
The strategy gives land managers the flexi olity to use non-
native plant species, even if it Is feasible to use native plant
species, if the non-native species provide equal or greater long-
term benefits to fish and wildlife.
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The statute requires that a major compo-
nent of the ecosystem standards provide for
"Itihe maintenance and restoration of suffi-
cient habitat to preserve, protect, and perpetu-
ate wildlife and fish."' 3 Indeed, a good number
of the standards are focused on the achieve-
ment of a general improvement in ecosystem
functioning through the control of soil erosion
and the improvement of water flows, as well as
on the specific requisites of well-functioning
fish and wildlife habitat. The statute was
expected to guide DNR in modifying its land
management practices to meet habitat stan-
dards by establishing ecosystem standards
and suggesting management practices to
achieve those standards."'
it was the linkage between broad ecosys-
tem standards and specific management prac-
tices for achieving those standards that offered
the best leverage for DNR to move its lessees
in the direction of better management for
wildlife habitat and general ecosystem condi-
tions. The threat, however, that DNR might
begin to use the ecosystem standards and their
suggested management practices to direct
changes in land use produced an immediate
and sharp reaction from a key user group, the
Washington Cattlemen's Association, focused
on one particularly controversial ecosystem
standard.
The ecosystem standard at issue was a
two-part standard for riparian zones. The stan-
dard provides:
POSSIBLE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES Deferred Grazing.
Range Seeding; Planned Grazing System.
Ecosystem Standard B21' Plant Community Statu'/Condl-
tion-Uplands
DESIRED ECOLOGICAL CONDITION Upland plant commu-
nity structural complexity; vegetative cover and plant spedeI
diversity approximate site potential for native plant species
and/or equivalent in non-native plants that provide comparable
or greater habitat benefits to fish and wildlife.
STRATEGY 1. The desired plant community should consist
of primarily perennial grasses and forbs, shrubs, and trees
depending on site potential, and contain a minimum of intro-
duced annual forbs, grasses and noxious weeds. 2. Maintain or
manage for site factors that are characterized as "Healthy- using
the irangeland health critena and matrices developed by the
Committee on Rangeland Classification of the National Research
Council of the National Academy of Sciences and published In





Vegetation on land adjacent to water-
bodies approximates site potential in
terms of vigor, composition and other
relevant attributes for a distance far
enough from the water body edge to




On developed lands (e.g., cropland)
adjacent to waterbodies, management
practices will provide soil and stream-
bank stability, shade, filtration, and
hydrologic (watershed) function to
protect water quality.is
The purposes of this standard are to
address non-point source water pollution and
to maintain and restore fish and wildlife habi-
tat values by protecting and improving stream
side and upland vegetation. The Cattlemen's
Association objected to the standard because
they believed that it would be used to exclude
livestock from riparian areas. The standard
identified as possible management practices
to accomplish its goals the use of fencing to
R ACELAND HEATH. NEw M mioos To CLAsusry, INmvoroRy AND
Moirroa RANcELANDs (1994)1
RATIONALE/DISCUSSION The health of rangeland plant
communities directly impacts the health of upland wildlife as
well as indirectly impacting downslope riparian areas and fish
and wildlife habitat by miniming erosion and contaminants.
This ecosystem standard is intended to result In the restoration
of vegetative structure. vegetative diversity, and herbaceous cover
important to upland and riparian fish and wildlife habitats.
POSSIBLE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES Deferred Grazing;
Proper Grazing- Planned Grazing System; Range Seeding.
Id at 35-48,
113. WASH. REv. CooE § 79.01.295(3).
114 Se ESAC RPomr. supr. note 30. at 5-9.
115 Id at40-41.
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exclude cattle and the use of deferred and rota-
tion grazing to reduce Impacts on riparian
zones."6 The Association argued that the forage
available to cattle in riparian zones often con-
stitutes the most valuable grazing ground with-
in allotments and that the closing of access to
that choice terrain to grazing use would compel
a reduction in grazing fees, violating DNR's
trust duties to maximize the value of trust
assets.
The Association's argument is not sound.
The protection of riparian zones on state trust
lands, and the foregoing of lease fees, is quite
consistent with trust duties. The state is
charged with protecting and improving the
asset value of trust lands so as to fulfill the trust
duty of intergenerational equity, and DNR can
choose as a prudent trustee to forego present
income in order to protect assets and to fulfill
the duty of intergenerational equity."7 Despite
the flawed argument, however, the Associa-
tion's absolute opposition to one of the most
important of the proposed ecosystem stan-
dards created great awkwardness because it
indicated the probability of continuing resist-
ance by user groups to implementation of the
ecosystem standards. The Association's oppo-
sition revealed a fundamental mistrust of how
the ecosystem standards would be implement-
ed, and it became a focal point for a more gen-
eral concern about the effect that RCW
79.01.295 might have on accustomed uses of
the trust lands."8
A major theme running through the statute
is the expectation that the implementation of
management changes would occur through a
collaborative process with lessees of state land,
116. See id. at 3; Letter from Kent Lebsack. Executive Vice-
President, Washington Cattlemen's Association, to Mick Hanson,
Chair of the House Environmental Affairs Committee,
Washington House of Representatives (Sept. 21, 1994) (on file
with author).
117. See supra text accompanying notes 33-35.
118. See McClure interview, supra note 27.
119. See sources cited supra note 27.
120. See WASH. Rsv. CoDE § 79.01.295(3). The statute pro-
vides that the standards developed by the Committee "shall be
utilized to the extent possible in development of coordinated
resource management plans to provide a level of management
that sustains and perpetuates renewable resources, including
fish and wildlife, nparian areas, soil, water, timbe, and forage for
livestock and wildlife." Id.
and for that reason the defection of the
Cattlemen's Association was especially trou-
bling."9 The legislation specifically adopted
''coordinated resource management planning"
("CRMP") as the procedural technique for com-
bining established productive uses with the
new commitment to wildlife and habitat val-
ues."2 Well-established as a tool for accommo-
dating grazing use and the protection of wildlife
and habitat values, CRMP represented, for an
important segment of the grazing community,
an approach to resource management deci-
sion-making that was essential to t heir willing-
ness to support the new legislation."' A number
of those stockmen, who had chosen to support
the steppe lands ecosystem recovery statute
because of their belief that it represented the
best hope for grazing-friendly reform, remailhed
committed to the process set in motion by the
ecosystem standards advisory committee. In
their view, such measures as the riparian zone
ecosystem standard could be accommodated
to reasonable grazing access. But the official
opposition of the Cattlemen's ssociation
placed this group in an awkward position and
threatened to undermine the goal of a collabo-
rative approach to site-specific habitat and
ecosystem solutions for the stal:e's grazing
lands.'= The reform group of stockmen feared
that a collapse of the ecosystem standards
process would lead to a far more prescriptive
statute in the future, compelled by the
Endangered Species Act, and that in any new
round of legislative proposals, the Cattlemen's
Association opposition to reasonable reforms
would make it difficult for stock grazers to resist
the passage of more stringent limitations on
121. See sources cited supra note 27. The distinguishing
feature of CRMP in the universe of multiple stakeholder consen-
sus processes is its focus on management units that are defined
by their ecological interdependence and. therefoie, cross bound-
ari~s of ownership and management authority. The object is to
involve maior stakeholders In an Integrated plan focused on the
sound functioning of the entire planning area, consistlng of both
pnvate and public lands. The heart of the process Is collaborative
and cooperative and Its ends are accomplished through the
development of a coordinated resource management plan. See
WASHINGTON COORDINATED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 1-4
(1993) (on file with author). For examples of CRM PS, see general-
ly BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, COORDINA'ED RtsouRcEs
MANAGEMENT PLANS, WASHINGTON STATE i994 STATus REPORT (1994),
122. See McClure interview, supra note 27.
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grazing on the trust lands. '23
The question of "cows in the creeks" had
been a contentious one throughout the proc-
ess of drafting the ecosystem standards, and
the Cattlemen s Association remained doubt-
ful that compromises, which were satisfactory
to stockmen, could ever be worked out in
developing management plans for particular
leases.' In the development of the ecosystem
standards, there had been substantial dis-
agreement between those who viewed cattle
grazing as incompatible with the statute's
goals and those who were less willing to place
the blame on one specific type of land use.'"
There had been some calls for the banishing of
livestock from the trust lands altogether."M
Those who cheered "cow-free in '93" believed
that grazing use was inconsistent with restor-
ing ecosystem values, and that the scant rev-
enues produced by grazing lands could scarce-
ly lustify continuing livestock use rather than
shifting to management that would improve
the inherent value of the land." While the
threat that grazing use might cease altogether
was never real, the great pressure to address
ecosystem integrity and habitat loss made it
likely that grazing use might be reduced or
selectively ended in some parts of the steppe
lands.'" Lessees of state lands were particular-
ly concerned that the content and operation of
ecosystem standards that would measure
rangeland health under the new statute could
make range lands and riparian areas less avail-
able to them, and they sought to prevent this
from happening.'
The Ecosystem Standard Advisory Com-
mittee ("ESAC") had dedicated itself to reach-
ing full consensus on all ecosystem standards
adopted, providing for minority reports as a
vehicle for dealing with lack of consensus. In
the committee's final report, the proposed
123. Seeid.
124. See id.
125. See COMMENThS AND RESPONSE SUMMwRY. supra note 30. at
See McClure Interview. supra note 27.
See id.
See sources cited supra note 27.
See id.
standard for riparian zone management pro-
duced the only instance where consensus
could not be reached, and resulted in the filing
of a minority report.'1 in the end, most doubts
by all parties were shunted aside and the
ecosystem standards adopted, with the objec-
tion of the Washington Cattlemen's Assoc-
iation to standard B-14 officially noted."' The
ESAC left to DNR the development of specific
management strategies for achieving the
desired ecological conditions of each standard.
In the weeks following adoption of the ecosys-
tem standards, DNR began its work of develop-
ing those strategies.
The Cattlemen's Association was not alone
in its skepticism of the process contemplated
by the new statute. While they and other his-
toric users of the trust lands feared that the
consultative process might be abandoned in
favor of compulsory management directives
from DNR, environmental advocates womed
that the process of consultation and accom-
modation in working out site-specific recovery
programs would produce solutions too toler-
ant of existing use patterns.' The ecosystem
standards define "desired ecological condi-
tions," that are to serve as targets for recovery
efforts.'" The standards do not insist upon best
progress toward desired ecological states, nor
do they force the termination of production
uses that might retard the achievement of
ecosystem standards. Rather, they are meant
to be guidelines for developing on-ground
solutions responsive to the requirement of real
progress toward goals for fish and wildlife.'1
There is ample room for continuing grazing and
farming, so long as production methods are
consistent with progress toward the desired
ecological condition.'" There remained, howev-
er, the problem of follow-up after the initial
conversation between the lessee and DNR in
130 See d
131 See gmeru/ ESAC Ror. supre note 30, at 3.
132 SM CoMMNs AND Ro Smity. supra note 30, at
3.
133 See gmteuly ESAC Rum. suprt note 30,
134 See WAs, Rr, CooE §§ 79.0 .95(1). (3).
135 SeLd.
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which a set of management prescriptions were
developed. The failure of the statute to provide
for the effective continuing oversight of
progress or for the monitoring of changes in
ecological condition seemed to leave the suc-
cess of the program too much in the hands of
traditional lessees of the trust lands.'  The
ESAC, in its letter of transmittal to the legisla-
ture, expressed its concern that the primary
reliance on a cooperative approach to habitat
and ecosystem improvement required effective
monitoring to assure that the improvements in
conditions required by the statute actually
occurred.'
V. Implementation of the Ecosystem
Standards
The implementation of the statute has
reflected the same tensions that accompanied
development of the ecosystem standards.
Historic users of the trust lands have continued
to insist that the statute's emphasis on collab-
oratwe solutions prevents DNR from com-
pelling changed management of the trust lands
to accomplish goals for habitat and ecosystem
recovery. In fact, those users were successful in
1996 in winning passage of an amendment to
RCW 79.01.295 to emphasize and clarify the
statute's commitment to collaborative solu-
tions. "I The concern that just such a reaction to
the statute might occur, and indeed that users
might completely balk at efforts to manage
trust lands with a view to habitat and ecosys-
tem values, caused DNR to adopt an accommo-
dating approach to its pursuit of the statute's
goals. Throughout this period of implementa-
tion, DNR has found itself in the awkward posi-
tion of wishing to use the shrub steppe habitat
initiative as a means of pursuing its fundamen-
tal asset management strategy of increasing
136. See COMMENTS AND RESPONSE SUMMARY. supra note 30, at
3.
137. See id.
138. See WASH. REV. CODE § 79.01.295.
139. See WASH. RE. CODE § 79.01.295 (2).
140. Interview with Washington DNR staffers. See generally
AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES DIVISION, WASH. DEP'T OF NATURAL
RESOURCES. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLANNING PROCEDURES,
asset values and improving the management of
leased lands, while needing to assure lessees
that the agency's new directions in land man-
agement philosophy will not impose unachiev-
able demands and are consistent with the goals
that lessees have for the lands they lease. This
section describes DNR's implementation
efforts and the responsiveness of those efforts
to the statute's substantive goals for habitat
and ecosystem recovery.
A. The Mechanics of Implementation
DNR's implementation strategy is based on
a program of evaluating range land and agricul-
tural land conditions to recommend changes In
management to achieve the statute's ecosys-
tem standards.'39 The evaluations are being
conducted in conjunction with lease renewals,
and are intended to serve as the basis for devel-
oping site-specific solutions to habitat and
ecosystem problems on leased lands.' 1 The
methodology for the evaluations conforms to
range assessment techniques thal: have long
been used by professional range managers.''
The technique used is to evaluate how closely a
specific site approximates its ecological poten-
tial, and then to determine whether there is an
observable trend of the site-static, improving,
or deteriorating-with respect to that ecologi-
cal potential. The on-ground manager who con-
ducts the assessment then selects specific
management options that respond to identified
and remediable deficiencies in the condition
and trend of the site.
With that approach, DNR has developed
evaluation matrices to record, for each of its
leased properties, the condition and trend of
soil erosion, vegetative rigor, composition of
vegetative cover, riparian zone health, water
flows, and the presence of habitat elements of
limited distribution. Each resource component
AGRICULTURAL AND GRAZING DOCUMENTS (1995) (on file with author);
ESAC REPORT, supra note 30.
141. See sources cited supra note 140. For excellent
descriptions of range evaluation models, their biases and limita-
tions, see COMMITTEE ON RANGELAND CLASsIrICATION, NATIONAL
RESEARCH CENTER, RANGELAND HEALTH: NEw METHODS TO CLASSIFY,
INVENTORY AND MONITOR RANGELANDS (1994), and W.. LAUENROTH &
W.A. LAYCOCK, SECONDARY SUCCESSION AND THE EVALUATION OF
RANGELAND CONDITION (1989).
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is then graded on a scale from " to "D" to rate
the present condition ("condition") and also
the trend of the resource ("trend"). Once that
evaluation has been performed, land managers
are to develop a resource management plan
("RMP") for each site. The RMP is to be respon-
sive to the findings in the site evaluation and
calculated to protect favorable trends in
ecosystem functioning and to correct unfavor-
able trends or static conditions. Adherence to
the terms of RMPs by lessees is mandatory,
and failure by them to comply can result in
lease default.
Effective work for habitat and ecosystem
recovery depends upon site-specific analysis.
Much can be accomplished through the use of
such site-specific analyses, but site analysis
can be no more effective than the aptness of
the evaluation criteria, the application of those
criteria by field evaluators to observed condi-
tions, and the effectiveness of actions taken to
improve conditions inconsistent with desired
goals for habitat and ecosystem functioning.
Thanks to the generosity of DNR field staff, I
was able to walk along during the conduct of a
sample evaluation of a parcel of leased range
land to observe how the site criteria developed
by DNR are to be applied. That sample evalua-
tion reveals something of the contingent rela-
tionship between formal evaluative standards
and the actual process of achieving manage-
ment reforms.
B. A Sample Range Assessment
The assessment was conducted by a DNR
range conservationist and by a range specialist
seconded to DNR by the Washington
Department of Fish & Wildlife to train DNR
land managers in the procedures for imple-
menting the habitat and ecosystem standards
mandated by the statute. I had asked to see a
reasonably representative piece of ground, per-
haps containing a riparian zone, and to look
over the site as if we were conducting a site
evaluation of the property in connection with
the lease renewal.
We visited Grazing Lease No. 56221 on
Chase Draw above Banks Lake, seven miles
north of Coulee City. The site was an intact sec-
tion, bordered on the east and north by wheat
fields and on the west and south by private
range land. An extensive area in the northeast
comer of the site had received a large amount
of sloughed-off topsoil from the adjacent up-
slope wheat fields. The resulting depth of soil
in that area supported grass and brush to a
degree that would not have occurred without
the sloughed soil. The balance of the site was
typical of the upland range country of central
Washington-a rough tumble of basalt
uplands dominated by sage brush and grasses.
There were two fenced springs on the property;
lying along a draw, and the water from the
springs flowed into a small seasonal creek. The
springs had been fenced to exclude cattle, but
the area outside the fence around the lower
spring showed extensive damage from live-
stock over about one quarter acre, the ground
being thoroughly trampled and compacted.
The varied topography and different levels of
water availability on the site produced striking
differences in vegetation. In some places, there
were good growths of basin wild rye, a native
bunch grass species. Along the course of the
creek, salt grass, a native succession plant that
comes in after heavy grazing, was very preva-
lent. Cheat grass was abundant throughout the
site, sometimes intermingled with growths of
tumble mustard and purslane, all succession
plants indicative of a range reduced by exces-
sive grazing. On the crumbled basalt uplands,
away from the water course, there were exten-
sive patches of rigid sage, in association with
sandburg bluegrass, as well as miscellaneous
lichens and mosses, a native community char-
acteristic of thin-soiled portions of the
Columbia Plateau. Where soils were a bit
deeper, we saw good amounts of blue bunch
wheat grass and some introduced bluegrass.
We flushed a covey of quail and there were
songbirds in the vicinity of the lower spring.
The vegetation in the spring compounds was
healthy.
Although the abundant cheat grass and the
evidence of heavy animal use in places indicat-
ed a site in need of rest and remediation, a
number of solid values prevailed, and the site
was graded "B' by the professionals, with
FdI 1999
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respect to its existing condition and the trend
created by recent management by the holder of
the grazing lease. There were zones of the prop-
erty graded "D" with respect to condition
("deteriorating") and to trend (management
practices "may be degrading site condition"),
but the totality commanded a higher grade in
the view of the range specialists.
I asked what recommendations the land
manager ought to make with respect to such a
site. My guides said that the probable
approach would be for the lease manager to
describe his sense of the property to the lessee,
and to make recommendations to reduce graz-
ing impact, but to leave to the lessee the devel-
opment of an approach to grazing management
calculated to improve the condition and trend
of the land. There seemed to be a definite
reluctance to give orders to the lessee whose
site had received no worse a grade than "B"
overall. That view reflects, in part, a sensible
deference to the lessee's understanding of how
best to manage a lease whose long term health
matters to the lessee, but it is also indicative of
DNR's strategy to draw lessees along gradually.
The Resource Management Planning
Procedures give land managers discretion to
prescribe specific grazing management tech-
niques, such as fencing to exclude cattle,
adjustments in stocking rates, and seasonal
prohibitions of grazing. But DNR's policy is to
allow managers to tread softly, implementing
the new requirements for habitat and ecosys-
tem health in a non-confrontational manner,
and ordering specific solutions only in cases of
very poorly managed properties.
There are some respects, however, in which
DNR's approach may not encourage the
changes in habitat conditions that are intend-
ed by RCW 79.01.295 First, the A to D grading
system for condition and trend allocates a
grade of B to "condition" when conditions are
"moving toward" the desired condition
described by the ecosystem standards. A grade
of B is allocated to the "trend" of the site when
current management "moves or changes" the
condition of the land toward conditions des-
142, Set sources cited supra note 27.
cribed by the ecosystem standards. In practice,
this means that a site's condition and its man-
agement trend can receive relatively high marks
of "B" as long as some progress is evident in
condition and trend. Because the assessment
of condition and trend in specific field situa-
tions is inevitably in the eye of the field evalu-
ator, and because no systematic baselines exist
to act as points of departure In assessing
trends, the conclusion that "some progress" is
being made might be arrived at even when it is
not warranted, or even when the progress being
made is slow and fitful. The assessment form
does provide for a second tier of resource
analysis whenever more than half of the evalu-
ative criteria under any resource category
(stream, riparian zone, rangeland or grazeable
woodland, cropland) are graded C or D.
However, that higher level of scrutiny would be
brought to bear only when the observer deter-
mined that conditions and management trends
were deteriorating or static, and therefore tend-
ing to maintain an unsatisfactory s:atus quo.
C. A Further Accommodation to User
Concerns
The need for such delicate handling of
lessees had been clear from the time DNR first
communicated its implementation strategy to
its lessees. From the outset, many producers
expressed concern that the specific manage-
ment techniques available to lease managers
for possible inclusion in lease RMPs would
become mandatory elements, not optional."
One reason for that fear was DNR's statements
that, in spite of its commitment to a consulta-
tive process, management plans would in the
end need to conform to the ageno's determi-
nation of what the land required.' 3 Resolution
of true impasses between lessees and the
agency would have to yield to the agency's
determination of the best interests of the re-
source.
Those statements immediately triggered
concern by lessees that the agency was not
committed to the collaborative and non-coer-
cive approach that was the basis of the
143. See McClure Interview. supra note 27.
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statute s passage.'" Producer advocates were
ultimately successful in 1996 in causing RCW
79.01.295 to be amended, making clear the
importance of the consultative process. The
statute was amended, in part, to give fresh
emphasis to the fact that the ecosystem stan-
dards developed under the statute were not
intended to prescribe specific practices, but
rather to serve as guidelines in the develop-
ment of appropriate practices to realize its
ends.'45 The staff's clear unwillingness to be
direct during our sample assessment in 1994
was a true reflection of the compromises that
allowed the statute to be passed in the first
place. In some sense, it foreshadowed the 1996
amendments that drove home the point that
the statute intended that any improvements in
habitat and ecosystem conditions be achieved
wherever possible through cooperative consul-
tation with lessees of the trust lands.
Returning to Lease No. 56221 and the
ground we stood on, it is easy to understand
why the range specialists were guarded in their
statements about what the lessee might be
required to do. The insistence on consultation
and accommodation in the statute meant that,
even if the agency were inclined to put more
pressure on its lessee to follow a prescribed
course of remediation of conditions, such pres-
sure might be viewed as inconsistent with the
statute s intended operation. Beyond that con-
sideration, however, such pressure may have
144. See id.
145. The statute was revised in 1996 to bring this orienta-
tion into the foreground. The new provisions made clear that the
ecosystem standards promulgated by the Ecosystem Standards
Advisory Committee were to be used as benchmarks for the real-
ization of improvements to habitat, and not to be understood as
prescribing particular management practices on grazing land.The
amendments also included language making explicit the require-
ment that collaborative processes involving state land managers
and private lessees be used to prescribe needed management
changes for public range land and to implement those changes.
See WAsH. REv. CODE §§ 79.01.2951.2955.
"To bean advocate for the standards, I have to be convinced
that they will be applied in a way that does not undo the produc-
ers: and for that to occur and for the standards to be applied In
the public interest. ICoordinated Resource Managementl needs
to be the facility Ifor accomplishing the statute's oblectivesl."
McClure Interview. supra note 27. Mr. McClure went on to say that
although Coordinated Resource Management (CRM") has been
in place as a technique for fifteen years, it has not reached its
potential because of wavenng agency commitment. As an exam-
ple of this waveringsupport, Mr. McClure noted that while he was
chair of the Washington Association of Conservation Districts he
limited effectiveness on a reluctant lessee in
an environment where the agency has inade-
quate staffing to monitor and enforce compli-
ance. Such pressure might be warranted in a
case where a lease property was particularly
poorly managed and where the bad conditions
would trigger follow-up and monitoring, but in
the ordinary case of so-so conditions, undis-
tinguished from the mine run of lease proper-
ties, DNR is pursuing a course of persuasion
and education.
D. What Can Be Done Within the
Constraints of the Existing Statute and
Atmosphere
DNR has come to see its obligation under
the steppe land habitat and ecosystem statute
as promoting changes and counseling man-
agement in order to stabilize conditions and,
eventually, reverse downward trends. On Lease
No. 56221, the presence of cattle was clearly
causing harm that could be controlled by
appropriate cross fencing that would keep the
animals out of the battered areas. However,
unless the removal of cattle was immediately
followed by reconditioning of the soil, replant-
ing of grasses, and extensive intervention to
control the weeds that would flourish without
grazing pressure, exclusion of cattle from the
worst areas might produce only a slight bene-
fit. Better management of cattle and planting
of desirable grass types might be helpful, but
had been Invited by the land management agencies to promote
CRM as the tool for amving at consensus on resource manage-
ment questions, but that neither the United States Forest
Service, the National Resource Conservation Service. nor the
state agencies had stayed with it. As their budgets have been
contracted, it seems that the first things to be sacrificed are pub-
lic communication and public Involvement In policy As chair of
the rangelands committee. Mr. McClure found himself in the
position where he could not go out again and encourage others
to commit themselves to a process which seemed to have such
soft commitment from the public agencies whose participation
would be vital, In Mr McClure's view, each of the agencies, and
especially DNR in the case of the ecosystem standards, needs to
think through what true commitment to CRM means and how
that translates into staffing and policy. That understanding
should then be embodied in operating policies at all relevant lev-
els of the departments. CRM is a voluntary process for all con-
cemed, including the agencies, and everyone must be committed
to doing their best to make the process succeed. Each wants to
develop standards consistent with a DNR coordinated resource
management process, and to be participants in a process where
there is a strong feeling of common cause in working hard on
tough questions.
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for problems such as the cheat grass invasion
permitted by historical overgrazing, there are
no easy solutions. For there to be significant
improvements in the condition of the range,
cattle management alone would not accom-
plish the job, and the agency is reluctant to
prescribe, as a routine matter, the types of
intervention that might make a difference.
There is also the consideration that the estab-
lished lessee may offer better prospects for
working with the site than anyone else willing
to bid on the land. Therefore, the agency might
be reluctant to make demands that could
cause the lessee to leave.
The agency's approach to the statutory
requirement that progress be made toward a
desired ecological condition has thus far
focused largely on the management of live-
stock. As such, the chief management tools
that the agency has adopted are stocking rates,
seasons of grazing, control of cattle access to
riparian zones, and intensity of grazing of given
ranges."6 At present, there is little impetus for
the re-establishment of plant communities or
other steps toward rehabilitation of damaged
range, other than hoping for recovery through
better livestock management.
As a result, it is imperative that the agency
institute a focused program for monitoring
progress. If monitoring of all sites is not feasi-
ble, monitoring ought to be undertaken on
selected sites, representing a mix of sites
whose condition and prospects merit close
oversight and sites chosen, not because they
are worse than others, but precisely because
they are typical of conditions on the trust range
lands. Careful notation of observed conditions
and of the effects of given management prac-
tices could then be used to develop a set of
expectations to which all lessees could be held
accountable. The present difficulty is that there
is not enough staff to support the monitoring
of trends on a systematic basis at intervals
more frequent than the ten-year schedule of
lease renewals, and that the evaluation criteria
seem to invite field staff to arrive at conclu-
sions that "some progress" is being made even
146, See sources cited supra note 140-141.
147. Interview wlth Washington DNR staffer.
when progress is negligible or difficult to sub-
stantiate. The breadth of country that must be
covered and the number of leases due for
renewal each year creates a great temptation
for cursory assessment.
Photographic monitoring, well-established
as a range evaluation tool, would seem to offer
good prospects for conducting the baseline
information structure necessary to assess con-
ditions on a consistent basis, but there has
been no provision for such monitoring. Neither
has there been mapping of DNR parcels to cor-
relate such relevant information as site type,
identity of lessee, and the habitat potential of
the site. There already exists mapping informa-
tion that needs to be synthesized and correlat-
ed. The raw materials are available in DNR's
tract books, in Natural Resources Conservation
Service county soil maps, and in the resource
assessment forms for particular lease sites, but
synthesis awaits the application cf GIS map-
ping to data that is scattered. Sound policy
planning depends upon the conduct of such
mapping and analysis.' 47
DNR does hope to log the result of its
assessments of individual lease sites into a
computer and to develop a tickler system to
monitor progress, but at this point there have
been no steps taken because of c'osts."' The
assessments that have been conducted are
isolated in individual lease file jackets, and no
structure has been created to use the data to
develop a more comprehensive understanding
of the condition of trust grazing lands.
The agency hired three new range special-
ists in 1997 to undertake the work of range
assessment, but the value of that expertise
has, to some extent, been diluted. Two of the
specialists have been reassigned to lease man-
agement to address chronic staffing shortages.
While their expertise can be brought to bear at
the stage of lease renewals, their regular line
management responsibilities mean that their
time and energies cannot be focused exclu-
sively on the problems of rangeland recovery. ' 9
The third specialist works as a range consultant
with lease managers, helping in the on-ground
148. See id.
149. Interview with Washington DNR staffcr
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assessment of land conditions at the time of
lease renewal. The demands of performing
those tasks in a seven county area, however,
leaves virtually no time for conducting the land
condition inventories necessary to develop a
baseline understanding of conditions from
which the effects of management decisions
could be monitored.
These constraints on monitoring and
enforcement may mean that the new regime
created by RCW 79.01.295 will not be success-
ful unless the lessees themselves become
actively engaged in improving conditions."0
VI. Agricultural Lands Management
Initiatives
Agricultural lands offer less opportunity for
significant impact on upland habitat condi-
tions, and this portion of the article is corre-
spondingly short, consisting of a general
description of efforts now going forward.
Agricultural, orchard and vineyard properties
under DNR's management have been cleared
of their native cover as a consequence of their
conversion to production use. Thus, the main
benefits from management response to
ecosystem integrity and habitat needs are usu-
ally avoidance of harm to off-site conditions,
chiefly through control of soil erosion and the
protection of streams that might be affected by
agricultural run-off.
The planting of slopes and other field areas
subject to erosion with grasses and shrubs can
create some incidental habitat for wildlife in
the midst of the bare fields, and DNR has
begun to order that erosion-prone areas be
maintained in permanent cover. The agency
has also begun to participate actively in the
land retirement program of the United States
Department of Agriculture's Conservation
Reserve Program ("CRP"), particularly on dry
land wheat properties. Yields on dry land farms
are low enough that the crop value is usually
equivalent to compensation paid under CRP
so that USDA payments offset the value of the
lost crop opportunity. The protection of trust
asset values serves as an additional reason to
include some croplands in CRP, protecting the
land from soil loss and weed infestation by
maintaining a permanent cover of grasses.
CRP participation has been most success-
ful for lands which DNR leases in exchange for
a share of the crop grown on the land. The
arrangement works because of the structure of
a sharecrop lease. Under sharecrop agree-
ments, the lessee and the agency divide the
crop, with the agency typically receiving fifteen
percent of the crop as the lease fee for the land.
When that same land is removed from produc-
tion and placed into the CRP, the lessee must
forego its share of the crop that would have
been produced in exchange for a portion of the
CRP payment. In areas of relatively low yields
there may be no, or very little, sacrifice by the
lessee. Only in the case where the per acre
returns are significantly higher than the CRP
payment might the lessee potentially balk.
Participation in CRP has also been attractive
for lessees and for DNR when the land pro-
posed to be retired from production lies along
so-called "blue lines." the field creases that
carry erosional run-off downhill to coulees and
streams. Blue lines, because of their extreme
vulnerability to erosion, are awarded a higher
"conservation score" in the computation of
CRP bids and are eligible for inclusion in CRP
at any time and not simply during defined bid-
ding periods. DNR now has about 15,000 acres
of its dry farming in CRP.'11
A major limitation on what can be accom-
plished for habitat in the agricultural drylands
seems to be cultural, a product of cultivation
methods typical of Eastern Washington. In
contrast to grain farms in parts of the Great
Plains, where the practice of planting shelter
belts along field edges to control wind erosion
has created substantial wildlife habitat and
cover, Washington grain farmers tend to plow
to the road edge. Although weed control is
sometimes offered as an explanation for the
practice, a more likely explanation lies in the
ethic of total control of field areas and a desire
to use every bit of ground for crop production.
In fact, weeds do flourish at field edges, and
the professed goal of weed control might be
150. Set Id. i5i Steed
150. See id, 151 styid-
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better accomplished by planting those areas in
permanent cover that could produce benefits
for wildlife.
DNR has, therefore, adopted as a goal the
cultivation of an awareness among its lessees
that their traditional concerns with yields,
weed control, and soil conservation can be
accommodated with some goals for wildlife
habitat and improved ecosystem functioning." 2
The approach agency staffers have adopted is
incremental, and focused on the goal of pro-
moting reforms that can be accommodated to
existing cultivation methods: promote CRP
planting, leave adequate residual stubble to
control wind erosion and retain soil moisture,
coordinate with the Washington Department of
Fish & Wildlife's Upland Wildlife Habitat
Program to introduce bands of shrub and grass
cover for wildlife in crop areas, and control run
off of soil and dirty water into streams to pro-
tect the integrity of stream flows and stream
channels.
VII. Conclusion
Concern with habitat and ecosystem func-
tioning is relatively new in state trust lands
management in Washington, impElled in large
part by the operation of state and federal
wildlife and habitat protection laws, like the
ESA, but also shaped by public sentiment and
evolving values within DNR itself. The pursuit
of the goals underlying RCW 79.01.295 is occur-
ring against the background of a landscape
chiefly dedicated to production use. That use
continues to constrain realization of the
statute's goals.
At its best, what the statutory process can
do is preserve portions of the trust lands that
retain good biological potential from further
degradation, and promote a habit of stewarca-
ship that produces management consistent
with the protection and improvement of
wildlife habitat and ecosystem functioning.
Success has thus far been limited not only by
the present uses of the trust lands, but by the
resistance of trust lands management to a
more complete integration of the values of
habitat and ecosystem function.
152. See id.
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This we know.. the earth does not belong to man, man belongs
to earth. All things are connected, like the blood which connects
one family. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the children of earth.
Man did not weave the web of life-he is merely a strand in it.
Whatever he does to the web, he does to himself.
Chief Seattle, 1864

